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1. INTRODUCTION

Message from the President of AMPO, Jon Gorrotxategi
Thanks to the commitment of everyone in the AMPO team we closed 2016 after an
excellent year, increasing our turnover by 15% with respect to 2015 and making
investments to the tune of roughly 22 million euros. All this despite the ongoing crisis in
the oil industry, where 80% of AMPO’s annual sales take place.
This Social Responsibility Report sets out AMPO’s main milestones for the year, including: the construction of the new AMPO
INDIA plant, the inauguration of the new ceramic moulding facility in Idiazabal, the development and consolidation of new
solutions for our customers, etc. And, above all, there’s our ongoing commitments to our customers, to people, to society, to the
environment and to our collaborators. These firm commitments mean we continue to be leaders in fair and sustainable human
development, as set out in our current mission.
For AMPO, social commitment is key for the future and has been so throughout our 52-year history. It is vital to building a more
sustainable future from an economic, social and environmental perspective.
On behalf of the Governing Board that I preside over, I would like to express my gratitude for the effort made by the entire
AMPO team and encourage you to continue to help strengthen this exciting corporate social project. AMPO, everyone’s project.
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JON GORROTXATEGI
President

Message from the Managing Director of AMPO, Pablo Mendizabal
Against the backdrop of market uncertainty, AMPO stands out for its strength and commitment to the future. Our strength meant
we closed 2016 on a high, despite the intense current crisis in the oil sector. Whereas the cooperative historically allocated
90% of its sales to the gas market, this year, as a result of our diversification strategy, we have broadened our horizons and
reduced this percentage to 48%. This, in addition to developing the refining, petrochemical, energy and mining markets,
among others.
However, what matters to us is the future. That’s why we will shortly embark on the design of a new strategic plan, one which
will define a forward-looking strategy for continuing to bring solutions to the global market which respond to customers’ needs.
Representatives from across AMPO’s teams will be involved in taking this plan forward, alongside oil and gas specialists and
experts in Industry 4.0, additive manufacturing and other fields. We have also launched
a LEAN transformation project with a view to efficiently bringing our customers more
added value and continuing on the path towards excellence.
We will need the involvement of the entire AMPO team if we are to rise to all these
future challenges, as well as the support of other collaborators including suppliers,
universities, technology centres, start-ups, various consortia and associations, and
institutions.
AMPO is part of a community, and as such we must interact continually with it as an
active member. One committed to people, to society and to the natural environment.

PABLO MENDIZABAL
Managing Director

2. THE YEAR 2016 AT AMPO,
AT A GLANCE

TEAM
•

TURNOVER: €170,380,000
• INVESTMENT: €21,597,000

•

•

Idiazabal: 446 people
11% women in the staff
Average age: 39
94% are cooperative members

Number of SUPPLIERS:
1,100

SALES:

FOUNDRY TONNES:
3,816 tonnes

VALVES

per sector:

11%

SERVICE ASSISTANCE
AMOUNT BY AMPO
SERVICE:
103 assistances

LNG

48%

4%

Refinery,
petrochemicals
and energy
Mining

15%

22%

SOCIAL PROJECTS
€671,000 intended
Quantity: 120

Offshore

•

India: 228 people
4% women in the staff
Average age: 32

€ purchased in a
100-km radius:
€32,994,000 + VAT

CONTRIBUTION
TO THE COFIP FUND
(Contribution to Education, Cooperative
Promotion and Other Purposes)

€920,000

Others

CONSUMPTIONS:

Export%: 93.79%

Product development and
research lines amount: 35
4
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Presence in

60 countries

% of turnover intended
for innovation: 2%

Electricity
19,621,436 kWh

Natural Gas
54,758,000 kWh

Water
22,782 m3

INVESTMENT IN PREVENTION
AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS:
€2.093.000

3. MISSION, VISION AND VALUES

VALUES AND COMMITMENTS
• Customer satisfaction, which, by providing the
guarantee for its future, is its top priority.
• To maximise the professionalism of its people by
allowing and encouraging their creativity and making
them players in a permanently innovative project.
• Teamwork is the basis on which freedom, responsibility
and leadership become integrated and coexist to
obtain an efficiency based on a commitment to both

OUR MISSION

quality and quantity.
• Communication, information and transparency in

AMPO is defined as a “Project based on People” which,

OUR VISION

underpinned by teamwork and communication, pursues
the total satisfaction of their own people, customers and

order to share knowledge, experience and skills as
well as to accept and exercise the responsibilities and
assume the risks attached to them.
• To share its project with suppliers, customers and

external stakeholders, as well as profit which makes fair
and sustainable human development possible within a

To offer castings, valves and other activities in the global

framework of cooperative principles.

marketplace which provide solutions to the needs of the
customers.

society with an enriching and exciting vision of the
future.
• A commitment to quality, service, cost and health and
safety in the workplace, which are understood to be
fundamental keys of the activity and, all of this, in
order to achieve excellence.
These values are a binding part of all projects and
activities in which AMPO takes part.

MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
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This has been one of the highest-volume orders in terms

4. MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016

of tonnes in the history of AMPO INDIA, although AMPO
POYAM VALVES has been supplying valves for digestion,
clarification, precipitation and calcination units of alumina
refineries since 1978.

AMPO INDIA delivered an order for 7,000 angle valves
for the first time directly from its facilities in Coimbatore
(India), for the “Al Taweelah” alumina refinery in Abu
Dhabi.

AMPO SERVICE always ensures technical assistance in

Korea-based EPC company SAMSUNG C&T. The Korean
company’s strategy is in line with AMPO’s strategy in

One of the most important projects in which we have
collaborated has been the SINGAPORE LNG project. The
first phase of the project was awarded to us in 2011 and
the second, in 2012. Furthermore, in 2016, we closed the
agreement for the third phase.
The customer has always been satisfied with our
commercial and technical support in the bid phase, the
coordination and production in the project phase, and
also with the start-up services at the plant. This enabled
the customer to trust us and proceed with the signing of
the global agreement.
As a result of this agreement, AMPO committed to
increasing communication with SAMSUNG and providing
mutual support with the aim of increasing competitiveness
on the market.
Consequently, in the first semester of the year, we gave
a first seminar in Seoul (South Korea), with the aim of
analysing the current market situation and presenting a
number of commercial and technical matters to a large
number of representatives of SAMSUNG C&T.
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staff of the plants during the installation of the equipment

In the first half of the year, AMPO signed an agreement

mining, and power plants.

FIRST DIRECT DELIVERY OF A MAJOR
PROJECT FROM INDIA

assistances to customers in order to support the technical
and the commissioning of the plants, as well as during the

terms of sectors, as both focus on Liquefied Natural Gas,

VALVES

In 2016, AMPO SERVICE provided more than 103 service

A GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
WITH SAMSUNG C&T IN KOREA
called “Global Partnership Agreement” with the South

CUSTOMERS AND PROJECTS

103 SERVICE ASSISTANCES TO
CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE

maintenance of the valves.
less than 72 hours anywhere in the world, at any stage
of the project, relying on a large team of experienced
professionals. In addition, it works closely with all teams
involved in the purchase, installation, operation, and
maintenance of the valves. This is done with the aim of
transferring our valve knowledge, thus ensuring optimal
performance and maintenance of our plant equipment.

FOUNDRY

COLLABORATION PROJECT WITH SHELL:
LOADING ARMS

GROWTH AND CONSOLIDATION IN
THE DIVERSIFICATION SECTORS OF THE
FOUNDRY

In 2016, AMPO carried out, alongside SHELL, a
collaborative project for the development of a new
technology that would make it easier to transport natural
gas from the Floating Storage and Regasification Units

During 2016, AMPO FOUNDRY, the leading international

(FSRU) to the coast. Subsequently, they worked on a high-

company in stainless steel and high-alloy castings,

pressure emergency release system (HP ERS), which aims

supplied thousands of components for pumps, the marine

to isolate, depressurise and disconnect equipment, in a

sector, and the power generation industry. AMPO has

quick and reliable manner, in cases of emergency.

historically been known for its work in the development of
valve castings. Nevertheless, with the aim of broadening
its horizons and offering components of greater added
value, it has made an important commitment to new
sectors.
For that purpose, it has supplied components such as
impellers, diffusers, bodies for volute pumps, side covers,
customers were also Cheniere and Bechtel. Some of them
– 36” and 42” HIPPS service valves – made a perfect

tubes, housings for bearings, chambers, cups, components
for waterjets, etc. to first-class clients.

sealing in less than 2 seconds. This order also included

For this change in strategy, investments in the new ceramic

cryogenic, non-cryogenic and metal seated ball valves.

moulding process, the SCC process, as well as its future

Due to excellence and good service, Cheniere and Bechtel

investment in the expansion of its machining plant have

AMPO POYAM VALVES supplied more than 1,000

once again trusted AMPO POYAM VALVES for the Corpus

been crucial.

highly engineered valves for Cheniere’s Corpus Christi

Christi project.

54” BALL VALVES FOR CORPUS CHRISTI

LNG project. Approximately 20% of these valves were
had a pneumatic actuator and weighed approximately

CONSOLIDATION OF METAL
SEATED VALVES

44,000 kg.

During 2016 AMPO POYAM VALVES worked hand in

The other valves were manual, including ball valves up

hand with a prestigious technology centre with the aim of

actuated, including ball valves up to 48”. The biggest valve

to 54”.
AMPO SERVICE also provided commissioning and start
up services at the plant.

obtaining the best chromium carbide and tungsten carbide
coatings in order to maintain its leading position in the
development and manufacture of competitive solutions for
severe services. The results obtained were really positive,

AMPO previously supplied a series of valves for trains

and AMPO currently offers the most reliable metal seated

1 and 2 of the SABINE PASS liquefaction project, whose

ball valves on the market.
MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Customers and projects
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€13 million and will enable the production of larger valves

INVESTMENTS

in the country, as well as increasing the subsidiary’s
production capacity.
The new AMPO INDIA plant, 100% owned by AMPO,

VALVES

comprises an area of approximately 55,000 square
meters and includes valve assembly, testing, painting
and packing facilities, being an exact copy of the current
Spanish valve plant. AMPO landed in the Asian country

EXECUTION OF THE CONSTRUCTION
WORKS OF THE NEW AMPO INDIA
PLANT
AMPO continued in its investment plan with the construction
of a new valve manufacturing plant in Coimbatore, in the
state of Tamil Nadu (India).

in 2009 with the objective of responding to the needs
and requirements of its customers, as well as offering them
the best alternative in the market. To do this, we initially
rented a pavilion in the city of Coimbatore and gradually
grew, eventually renting simultaneously up to 4 pavilions.
We started with a staff of 20 people and currently have
approximately 240 people working here. In March 2017,

The design, construction and commissioning of the new

the construction of this new plant will be completed,

facilities of AMPO INDIA have meant an investment of

starting the production activity in the new facilities.

NEW WELD OVERLAY CLADDING
TECHNOLOGY
With the aim of continuing to offer our customers highperformance solutions, we have invested approximately
€0.5 million in a new vertical weld overlay cladding facility,
which can handle cladding operations on fixed workpieces
with a high level of automation.
This will allow us to provide all types of weld overlays on
any type of base material, with the shortest response period
and using rare materials.
AMPO offers different surface coatings based on the
size, pressure, temperature and material, which include:
Stellite 6, Ultimet, Nickel, Inconel 625, Incoloy 825,
Colmoloy, Cupronickel, etc. For special processes and
applications, different coatings and hardenings are applied
in the sealing and contact areas to provide anticorrosive
properties, wear resistance, high temperature resistance,
anti-coking, etc. Our technological services and associated
research centres collaborate closely in all projects in order
to design specific treatments, such as plasma nitriding,
mechanical coatings, and PVD coatings.
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FOUNDRY
INAUGURATION OF NEW CERAMIC
MOULDING FACILITIES
On 10 November, AMPO opened its new ceramic
moulding facilities, which have enabled it to offer large
and complex shape investment casting components. The
automation of the process has also allowed it to increase
its competitiveness.
With this new facility, AMPO has increased its Ceramic
Moulding capacity up to 240 tonnes per month and 60
parts a day, quadrupling its current capacity.
The inauguration ceremony was attended by more than
30 representatives of large multinationals. Apart of visiting
the new facilities, they also had the opportunity to contrast
the current strategy of AMPO, being the European leader
of stainless steel foundries.

superior machining capacity, and better service. To do

It should be noted that this plant will have an efficient

this, we are building a plant with 12,500 m in area,

use of water, maximum use of sunlight, a green roof, etc.

adjacent to the current one, which will have cutting edge

The investment in this new plant will mean for AMPO an

2

machining centres. The new plant will be built under

investment of approximately €20 million, and activities

With this new Ceramic Moulding facility, AMPO will offer

exhaustive environmental criteria and with the goal of

are expected to start by the end of 2017.

high added value valve, pump, marine, separation &

obtaining the LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental

power generation components. Large leading groups of

Design) Certification, which accredits sustainable buildings.

the sector such as ROLLS ROYCE, FLOWSERVE, METSO,

MAGMA SOFTWARE FOR COMPLEX
SIMULATIONS

VELAN, etc. who attended the opening ceremony already

In order to adapt to its diversification strategy, AMPO

rely on this technology to develop their castings at AMPO.

FOUNDRY invested in design software to perform more
complex simulations. This has enabled it to reduce the time
necessary to carry out the simulations and to be able to

EXECUTION OF THE CONSTRUCTION
WORKS OF THE NEW MACHINING
WORKSHOP IN IDIAZABAL

conduct filling simulations.

In early 2016, we started with the construction of the new
machining workshop in Idiazabal.
The main objective of this new machining plant will be to
provide our customers with higher-added-value castings,
MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Investments
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SUBSEA VALVES
With the aim of offering its customers the widest range
of valves AMPO POYAM VALVES has maintained during
this year a project to develop high-specification valves for
subsea environments.
In subsea environments, the temperature and pressure can
vary from 140ºC and 450 bars at around 3,000 meters
to 200ºC and 900 bars at 6000 meters, which represents
an immense technological challenge.
To meet this challenge, AMPO has participated in parallel
in the AMBAR consortium, whose main objective is the
development of products and technologies for oil & gas
solutions in marine environments that allow us to improve
and consolidate the technological and commercial
positioning of Basque companies in the sector and take
a competitive leap.

DEVELOPMENT AND
INNOVATION

required by our customers, an innovative butterfly design

DEVELOPMENT OF THROUGH CONDUIT
GATE VALVES FOR HIGH PRESSURE

has been created to solve the main disadvantages known

AMPO POYAM VALVES has designed and manufactured

and big size valve applications also with butterfly valves

in butterfly valves in order to ensure maximum reliability.
As a result, AMPO POYAM VALVES currently offers the

VALVES

most innovative and reliable triple eccentric butterfly valve
on the market for cryogenic service.

CONSOLIDATION OF BUTTERFLY VALVES

AMPO POYAM VALVES proposal is a triple eccentric design

In its strategic commitment to the development of new

with an in house manufactured resilient seal provided with

products that meet the needs of its customers, AMPO
designed

and

manufactured

several

triple-eccentric

cryogenic butterfly valves.
Ball and butterfly valves are both quarter-turn valves and
are used primarily for on/off applications.
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best sealing capabilities in cryogenic application. This seal
shall be fixed to the disc and body shall be provided with
a floating seat (which is hard-faced for metallic type seats)
that is able to compensate disc motion in non-preferential
way, in such a way that high operating torques to close
the valve are no longer needed. This new seat design is

AMPO has traditionally offered ball valves for this purpose,

based on the Ball valve sealing concept and named as

but in order to cover low-mid pressure (till Class 900 lbs)

“BUTTERBALL sealing”.

MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Development and innovation

through conduit gate valves for high pressure, known in
the market as Double Expanding Gate Valves. Thanks to its
closure system, energised at both ends, this valve achieves
a double closure/insulation and relief system.

OPTIMISATION OF THE VALVE
DESIGN FOR PIPELINES
AMPO POYAM VALVES has optimised the design of twoor three-pieces forged ball valves (fully welded) with a
trunnion design. The new design minimises the risk of
possible leaks, making these valves the most suitable for
buried facilities and gas transport facilities.

OPTIMISATION OF THE LIFT
PLUG VALVE DESIGN
After analysing the needs of its customers, AMPO POYAM
VALVES introduced several improvements in the design of
its lift plug valve, which is one of the highest-value-added,
most complex valves on the market. Due to the optimisation
of the product, AMPO achieved important orders in 2016
to manufacture lift plug valves up to 30”.

FOUNDRY
AMPO PATENTS THE SCC
TECHNOLOGY: SHAPED CENTRIFUGAL
CASTINGS
AMPO FOUNDRY obtained in 2016 the patent for
the SCC process (acronym for “Shaped Centrifugal
Castings”),

a technology that has already been

implemented in its facilities in Idiazabal.
This technology is a process developed from Centrifugally
Spun, where by using different tools and techniques,
complex external geometries are obtained. This process
also enables yields of approximately 70-80%, which
in turn leads to improvements in competitiveness for
customers.
On the other hand, the high quality offered by this
technology should be noted. Changing the Sand
Moulding process through SCC prevents sand inclusions,
while the use of centrifugal force prevents shrinkage.
Because no feeds are used, heat inputs during the cutting
process are also avoided.

FIRST STEPS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
ALUMINIUM BRONZE COMPONENTS
In 2016, AMPO FOUNDRY took its first steps in the
manufacture of components in aluminium bronze due to
the needs presented by customers in the sector. AMPO
aims to increase its range of materials and is likely to add

This new process is currently fully operational at the

aluminium bronze to its portfolio soon.

foundry, and it should be noted that AMFO FOUNDRY

For this purpose, it has carried out an exhaustive analysis

has already delivered fully reliable components to the

of the market, for which it has the support of a technical-

main companies in the sector.

specialist with extensive experience in the sector, made

Additionally, in 2015, AMPO bought two new vertical
centrifugal machines in order to respond to the needs

investments to enable the analysis of
the material, etc.

of customers. With these machines, AMPO has the
capacity to produce balls up to 40”, as well as bodies
and connectors up to 24” 900psi.

MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Development and innovation
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All delegates were able to take advantage of the visit in

EVENTS

order to get a closer look to the latest developments in AMPO
regarding new products and technologies, the opening of
new facilities, etc.

DELEGATES’ MEETINGS
AMPO has currently an extensive sales network all around
the world, with an active presence in more than 60 countries.
With the aim of sharing experiences between the different
commercial areas of the five continents as well as thinking
about the commercial strategy for 2017, the annual
delegates’ meeting of both the foundry and the valves
division, were held in Idiazabal in November.
In both meetings, the current market situation was analyzed
comprehensively and commercial strategies for the upcoming
years were defined, with the main objective of being close to
our customers and responding to their needs.
AMPO’s main strategy continues being to achieve customer’s
loyalty by providing first-class solutions to their needs.

AMPO PARTICIPATES IN THE
SMITHSONIAN FOLKLIFE FESTIVAL,
IN WASHINGTON, DC
The Smithsonian Folklife Festival is held annually in
Washington and aims to make disseminate different
cultures of the world. In 2016, the Basque Country was
chosen and, in order to take advantage of the festival
while strengthening relations with US-based institutions,
AMPO representatives travelled alongside the Basque
Government, the Provincial Councils, etc. to Washington,

Gorrotxategi became President of the Governing Council
of the cooperative.

In addition to attending the festival, they also held a

On 23 December, the Extraordinary General Assembly

number of meetings with around 70 customers from the

was held. At this Meeting, the Management Plan (known

energy sector.

in the cooperative as “Ideas and Objective”) for the year

CELEBRATION OF THE
AMPO RETIREES’ DAY

Both meetings ended with the celebration of a meal for all

2017 was presented.
the people of AMPO.

90 retirees met on this day and, besides being able to

AMPO POYAM VALVES PARTICIPATED
IN THE EXPOMIN AND VALVE WORLD
EXHIBITIONS

learn about the current situation and future plans of

AMPO POYAM VALVES participated, on 25-29 April,

members and retirees of the cooperative, AMPO
celebrated on 5 October the Retirees’ Day. In total, about

AMPO, former colleagues had the opportunity to visit the
Albaola Museum. The day concluded with a meal at the
Oianume Restaurant in Urnieta.

ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Events

the cooperative were renewed. After this meeting, Jon

DC.

In order to maintain the relationship among current
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of the Governing Council and the Social Council of

as an exhibitor at the EXPOMIN exhibition, in Santiago,
Chile, at booth 400-2 of pavilion 2 of the show. It is one
of the most important events in the mining industry and for
that reason, the company wished to bring to the exhibition
a representative sample of its best products for the sector.

On 20 May, the Regular General Assembly of the

Consequently, it presented a severe service 8” 1,500 lbs

cooperative was held in Idiazabal, where, besides

ball valve and a 16” and 600 lbs sea water transportation

presenting and approving the annual accounts, part

gate valve.

Late in the year, from 29 November to 1 December, it
participated in another very important exhibition in the
sector: VALVE WORLD EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE.
This show is held biennially in Düsseldorf (Germany)
and is considered one of the most important events in the
global valve industry.
On this occasion, AMPO POYAM VALVES was present at
booth E93 in Hall 3 and was approached by hundreds
of its customers, with whom it had the opportunity to talk
about current and future projects.
The show brought an important sample of its products,
such as a 10” 2,500 lbs forged metal seated ball valve, a
Pressure Seal design gate valve, and a top entry cryogenic
ball valve.

CONFERENCE PAPER ON THE SCC
PROCESS IN VALVE WORLD

(Germany) a presentation on “Torque increase due to

On 1 December, Mikel Pujana, Sales Director of AMPO

In the current valve market, type testing is frequently required

AMPO CONFERENCES IN
“OIL AND GAS CONFERENCE
BY PUMPS & VALVES”

FOUNDRY, presented at the VALVE WORLD conference

to homologate valve designs to different standards and

From 31 May to 1 June, the “Oil and Gas by Pumps & Valves”

held in Düsseldorf (Germany) a presentation on “Shaped

specifications. Internal tightness and fugitive emissions are

conference was held in Bilbao. Several people from AMPO

Centrifugal Castings (SCC)”, the new centrifugal process

topics that are mostly covered by these testing programs.

participated in it with different presentations, addressing

developed and patented by AMPO. This new technology

There are differences amongst them in terms of test fluids,

the most important issues in the sector, such as:

enables components such as valve bodies and adaptors

thermal and mechanical cycles, and leak allowances, but

to be obtained via a centrifugal process, which improves

they have some common points: all of them use dry gas

performance by 70-80% resulting in more competitive

heavy packing tightening in valves”.

as a test fluid and they require performing above one

prices for our customers. In addition to the improvement in

hundred mechanical cycles in ambient temperature.

competitiveness, another of the advantages offered is that

Valves supplied with only graphite packing to perform the

of quality excellence.

tightness between the shaft and the bonnet require high

CONFERENCE PAPER ON FUGITIVE
EMISSIONS IN VALVE WORLD

• Industry 4.0 and its application at AMPO
• New developments for the industry: valve condition
monitoring
• Collaborations that add value

gland tightening torques in order to achieve low emission
levels. In quarter turn valves however, these torques, in
combination with some testing values for parameters such

On 30 November, Leire Colomo, Innovation & Technology

as cycling velocity and valve materials, can lead to severe

Development Director of AMPO POYAM VALVES, presented

increases in the valve torque figures. In this conference

at the VALVE WORLD conference held in Düsseldorf

Leire Colomo explained the reasons.
MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Events
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OTHER INNOVATIONS

and synchronisation of different processes, improvements

find all products, services and solutions offered by the

in reliability, definition of simpler, more efficient material

company, as well as functionalities such as the possibility

flows, etc.

of sending queries and CVs, ordering components or

The aim is to offer higher added value to our customers, in

FULL TRACEABILITY THROUGH
QR CODING
Still firmly committed to Industry 4.0 and Big Data,
AMPO has implemented a QR Code System for real-time
traceability of valves.
A different QR code is installed on the identification plate
of each valve in the production process. Therefore, all
information corresponding to each valve is stored in the
system through these codes: the different tests that are
carried out, information on the components and materials
of each valve, the traceability of the production process,
etc. We thus have the ability to provide each product with
its own history, making it available to all AMPO personnel
through a single click.

LAUNCH OF THE LEAN
TRANSFORMATION PROJECT
AMPO has a service philosophy that goes beyond the
design, manufacture and maintenance of our solutions.
We are aware of the importance of the service in order
to stand out among our competitors, and that is why, in
late 2016, we launched the LEAN transformation project.
One of the main goals of this project is to reduce delivery
times to our customers. To do this, we are working hand in
hand with specialists in advanced management methods.
After establishing the bases of the project and carrying
out an exhaustive analysis and redesign of our value
chain, we expect to achieve, in 2017, greater control

14
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the most efficient way.

NEW WEBSITE
AMPO premiered a new website in May, with an intuitive
and functional browsing, as well as a modern, dynamic
and clean design. On the new AMPO website, users can

spare parts, downloading catalogues, viewing videos
and photo galleries, etc. It should also be noted that the
website has a responsive design, adaptable to all types
of devices.
The new website also presents the latest news and
innovations of AMPO.
Visit us at: www.ampo.com

PRESENCE ON LINKEDIN

IN MEMORY OF JAVIER HORMAZA

As from 2016, you can also find information about our

All the companies are making decisions that mark their

latest news on the professional social network LinkedIn.

evolution throughout their history.

Follow us at:

In the case of AMPO, in the late seventies, we decided to

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1721537/

“break ties” with the valve distributors in order to attend
directly to the needs of our customers.
This decision motivated the creation of our own delegations
worldwide, in such a way that allowed us to develop new
markets and new products.
Consequently, we began to work on the nearest market,

R.I.P FRANK PLUNKETT,
OUR DELEGATE AND PARTNER

NEW CYCLING CLOTHING
In the summer of 2016, AMPO premiered new cycling
clothes.

and the results soon came. We got the first orders for
EPCs, refineries, alumina plants, FCC plants, thermal
power plants, cryogenic plants, etc.

One morning in October, we woke up with the sad

At that time, we had few references, but we had a

news that our US delegate and partner passed away in

committed and enthusiastic team. With this commitment,

Houston. Mr Plunkett worked with us for six years, during

we managed to convince technical and purchasing

which time we achieved historic sales in the US with the

managers about our capabilities and services.

Sabine Pass and Corpus Christi projects. He was a very
well known and beloved person both in the sector and at
AMPO. Thank you, Frank and RIP.

The milestone that marked our take-off, however, was
the achievement of the first order in 1982 of 6” and 8”
300 lbs guided ball valves for the PETRONOR butane
platform in the port of Zierbana.
This was thanks to the trust of the people of PETRONOR,
in particular the support of Javier Hormaza, who died in
2016. Based on these lines, we would like to thank you
for your support, as we believe that this was AMPO’s first
step in becoming a leader in cryogenic ball valves. Rest
in peace, Javier.

MAIN MILESTONES OF 2016 · Other innovations
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5. COMMITMENTS OF AMPO

5.1. COMMITMENT
TO CUSTOMERS
AMPO’s priority is the satisfaction of its customers,
adapting to their needs and providing them with
products, services and solutions that reflect the
company’s core values: reliability, safety, service,
quality, innovation, and sustainability.

16 COMMITMENTS OF AMPO · Commitment to customers

The excellent performance of the valves under high
pressures and high temperature cycles complies with the
Safety Integrity Level (SIL) standards.
AMPO POYAM VALVES also offers robust valves, having
applied advanced technologies in:
Design:

Dynamic

fluid

tests,

seismic

calculations,

mechanical analysis, thermal simulations, P&ID analysis,
finite element analysis, real torque tests, etc.
Materials: AMPO has its own foundry, which provides
an excellent service and top-quality components to
both the valve division and all its customers, working

WE PRIORITISE THE SAFETY
AND RELIABILITY OF OUR
SOLUTIONS

in an integrated manner in the manufacturing process.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the innovation area is
currently working on cutting-edge designs to avoid wear,
as well as in the development of new coatings to avoid
The continual changes in technology, environmental

friction between the surfaces in contact. The best product
can avoid corrosion, abrasion, adhesion or erosion, thus

The continued investment in innovation has led AMPO’s

regulations and public safety concerns impel AMPO team

solutions to enjoy optimal reliability. That is why we

to continue to devise improvements in this field. New

currently have millions of valves and castings operating in

remote control processes, new engineering solutions,

For AMPO, it is essential that the reliability of its products

hundreds of plants on all continents.

new preventive maintenance equipment and new control

guarantee maximum plant safety.

systems are just some of the solutions offered.

Therefore, AMPO SERVICE ensures technical assistance

For AMPO product reliability is of utmost importance, and

in less than 72 hours anywhere in the world, at any stage

it is linked to the processes of developing new projects.

of the project, relying on a large team of experienced

increasing the service life of the valves.

professionals. For that reason, we work in close
collaboration with all teams involved in the purchase,
installation, operation and maintenance of the valves at
the plant, in order to transfer our valve knowledge and,
subsequently, guarantee optimal safety, performance and
maintenance of our equipment at the plant.

COMMITMENTS OF AMPO · Commitment to customers
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SERVICE
At AMPO, the service begins even before the order is
placed. To do this, all AMPO necessary specialists
are involved to define, alongside the customer, the
relevant requirements. AMPO studies each case, and its
technological capacity allows it to customise each valve
or component according to the application requirements,
even for extreme conditions.
During the production process of the solutions, the
communication is also permanent with the customers,
offering monitoring and integral service until the delivery
of the products:
• For this purpose, we have a team composed of
Project Managers, who guarantee the fulfilment of the
production plans.
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• On the other hand, we have also recently implemented

The service, however, does not end with the delivery

a QR coding system in production to ensure full real-

of the valves to the customer. Once the valves are

time traceability of the valves. Consequently, all

delivered, we provide advisory services on installation

information corresponding to each valve is stored

and commissioning, etc., in addition to providing ad-hoc

in the system through these codes: the different tests

services such as maintenance, training, replacement of

that are carried out, information on the components

components, etc.

and materials of each valve, the traceability of the

AMPO maintains a service philosophy that goes beyond

production process, etc. We thus have the ability to

design, manufacturing, and maintenance. It is about

provide each product with its own history, making it

covering the totality of the customer’s needs, providing

available to all personnel through a single click.

our entire response capacity: a commitment made of steel.

QUALITY

certifications and reports, directly coordinated by an

Ultrasonic Test, Magnetic Particle and PMI (Positive

efficient, highly qualified team and always in accordance

Material Identification), Impact Tests, Visual inspections,

with internal and external Quality Assurance standards

Hydrostatic Tests, Pneumatic Tests, Cryogenic or Low

and procedures. Every step, from purchase order receipt

Temperature Tests, Fugitive Emission Tests, Vacuum Tests,

through procurement, NDT, machining, assembling,

High Temperature Tests, High Pressure Tests, etc.

Quality for AMPO is paramount. Therefore, our operating

testing, painting and packaging is in accordance with

and

Our management is completely based on the strictest

regulations stipulated in QA Manuals.

quality standards, which is the foundation to enable

production

processes

are

implemented

and

controlled by a quality assurance system, certified since
1991under the ISO 9001, API spec Q1 and 6D and SIL 3
standards and accredited by the most important external

Moreover, we have specially prepared working areas
where the inspectors can work comfortably and move

organisations on the market, such as Lloyd’s Register,

around freely.

Bureau Veritas (BV), Det Norske Veritas (DNV), and the

We are also equipped with the most modern testing

American Bureau of Shipping (ABS).

AMPO to develop the product which best satisfies our
customer.

facilities and highly qualified Internal Quality Control

All our production areas undergo intermediate and final

Personnel to ensure the reliability of our valves. We carry

inspections. These are documented with the corresponding

out Non Destructive Testing such as X-ray, Dye Penetrant,

COMMITMENTS OF AMPO · Commitment to customers
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INNOVATION
At AMPO, we are committed to innovation. Our
significant engineering team is completely dedicated to the
development of new products, technologies and systems.
The projects developed by our team are carefully tailored
to the requirements of each customer, and we constantly
improve our knowledge in collaboration with the
customer’s engineering team.
We also collaborate continuously with international
research centres and universities of renowned prestige.
In the case of the foundry, we also help our customers to
optimise their products with the aim of making them more
competitive and offering the most reliable products on the
market.
In 2016, we maintained 35 product development and
research lines at AMPO, besides allocating around €3.5
million to innovation. This amounts to approximately 15%
of the total investments of the cooperative.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Our deep respect for the environment has led us to
incorporate new technological solutions in our valves.
The reduction of our environmental impact is a primary
objective for us. Therefore, we work hard to improve
the performance of our valves in order to achieve zeroemission valves.
We develop our products based on the eco-design process,
thereby guaranteeing solutions with a low environmental
impact.
Key factors towards fulfilling our technological promise
are ‘best practices’ on external and internal sealing as
well as ‘best improvements’ to achieve less torque, lighter
weight and ‘no emission’ solutions in valve performance
to give the best solution to the customer during the lifetime
of the valve.
AMPO POYAM VALVES aim to make Green Valves an
integral part of our natural workflow.
Additionally, we continually monitor all processes that
affect production and introduce renewable energy
sources in the development of new plants, etc. The goal
of these initiatives is to develop and apply ideas and
management systems that control and minimise any
possible environmental impact.
Further,

all AMPO products are manufactured in

accordance with the ISO 14001 standard.

COMMITMENTS OF AMPO · Commitment to customers
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5. COMMITMENTS OF AMPO

5.2. COMMITMENT
TO OUR EMPLOYEES
AMPO is defined as a people-based project,
with self-managed teams that work towards the
objectives, in order to provide an excellent service,
with optimal quality and offering innovative and
profitable solutions to all our customers. The
objectives, in line with the corporate strategy, are
defined and agreed upon by the team, with the
subsequent approval of the general assembly of the
cooperative.

22
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The AMPO team is currently composed of about 700
people, among which we include our Idiazabal and

EMPLOYMENT EVOLUTION

EMPLOYMENT QUALITY

This graph reflects our commitment to employment

94% of the Idiazabal staff were cooperative members as

creation. It should also be noted that, despite the oil crisis

of late 2016, while the remaining 6% were people hired in

that erupted in 2015, AMPO has maintained all its jobs,

the period of cooperative member aspiration. This positive

without making any dismissals:

data is a sign of the HR management policy carried out

India staff, as well as the extensive commercial network
available to us. For AMPO, people’s well-being and
satisfaction are a priority. As an example, the following
are various aspects related to our organisational model,
our employment and people management policy, our
occupational health and safety model, etc.

for years at AMPO, as the hiring is not done based on
the workload. Instead, only people who fill positions that
should consolidated in the future are hired.

Commitment to our employees · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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MANAGEMENT MODEL
The satisfaction of AMPO’s people is one of our top
priorities. To this end, we have an organisational style and

24

The organisation is defined as a model of free but

by impositions with the tension of the achievement of

responsible people, where there is no place for the

objectives. It should also be noted that all offices are

concept of control or the subsequent classic hierarchical

located at the same level as the production facilities,

organisation. Each team is currently responsible for its

which are open and bright, and which provide better

complete management, in compliance with the goals

communication and transparency. Technology services

agreed by the entire organisation.

such as engineering, purchasing, processes, quality, etc.

horizontal management based on people while enhancing

Compared to the centralised control model of a Board

the professional capacities of each one, fostering

of Directors, our Coordination Team, where all the teams

leadership,

communication,

are represented in the case of AMPO, coordinates and

working as a team and in a self-managed way, being

balances the workloads without having to impose the

transparent, encouraging freedom with responsibility, etc.

decisions. Consequently, we replace the tension generated

participation,

trust

and

COMMITMENTS OF AMPO · Commitment to our employees

are also located even closer to the production centres.

→ Courses on programming.

TRAINING
AMPO currently has a biennial training plan, which

→ Courses on project management.

→ Course on how to improve productivity at work with
GTD and digital tools.

→ Courses on BIM and Industry 4.0.

→ Safety course on handling of forklifts and cranes.

→ Consultative sales workshop.

→ Course on coatings.

→ Capacity building to obtain the title of painting

→ First aid training.

inspector.

→ Self-protection training.

includes all aspects related to the development of

→ Course for operators of radioactive facilities.

knowledge, skills and attitudes of people, with the aim of

→ Courses on metallography and mechanical tests.

Another highlight is the continuous flow of people between

continuously adapting to the new challenges we undertake

→ Course on basic functional bandaging.

the plants of Idiazabal and India with the aim of training

each year and increasing the level of polyvalence of the

→ Course on operation and programming of robots.

colleagues on topics of various kinds, such as assembly

people in the organisation, thereby ensuring greater

→ Training on the Solid Works design software.

of valves, quality, painting, shipments, engineering, etc.

flexibility.

→ Course on safety and environmental aspects in the

Due to the increasing complexity of our solutions and
the increased level of demand from our customers,
both commercially and in engineering, we defined and
implemented in 2016 a new training plan, investing
€264,900 in its implementation.

→ Etc.

use of acid chemicals.
→ Seminar on valves for engineering with an emphasis
on the metallurgy group.
→ Conferences on awareness in occupational risk
prevention.

The number of training hours received by AMPO in 2016
totalled 8,050 hours, divided into 92 training actions.
It should also be noted that the total number of people
trained in the different training activities was 226 (439
attendees) (the first figure refers to the number of people
trained while the second indicates the number of assistants
→ the same person may attend several courses).
The average number of hours per person trained was
35.62 in 2016.
The training sessions carried out included, among others:
→ Language courses: English, Chinese, Italian, French,
Basque, German, Portuguese, Japanese.
→ Courses on pneumatic and electric actuators.
→ Courses on regulations.
→ Courses on simulation engineering.
→ Courses on safety and occupational risk prevention.

Commitment to our employees · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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COMMUNICATION
AND PARTICIPATION IN
MANAGEMENT
Communication is a key strategic factor for AMPO, as
it is an indispensable tool to define and share all the
information on the corporate strategy with the AMPO staff
and other interest groups, such as customers, suppliers,
society, collaborators, etc.
In order to ensure that the internal communication is

On the other hand, days before the General Meeting,

optimal, the organisation has various forums, as well as

informative meetings are held with the aim of explaining

an external communication team.

internal communication tools:

the contents of the Meeting in detail and thus collecting the

The main objective of the external communication team

COMMUNICATION FORUMS

As a result, we currently have two teams: on the one hand,
an internal communication team and, on the other hand,

is to define a strategy and an annual communication
plan, aiming to increase the visibility of the AMPO brand
both in the market and in society, maintaining our current
position and transmitting values such as excellence and
commitment.

It is the supreme body of the organisation, manifesting
its objectives and being represented by the members
of the Cooperative, regulated by AMPO’s Bylaws. All

On the other hand, the objective of the internal

cooperative members have the same rights and obligations

communication team is different, considering that its target

(one person, one vote) and make decisions in their areas

audience is also different. The main objective of this team

of competence, such as appointment of members of the

is to define the strategy and the internal communication

Governing Council, Supervisory Committee and Social

plan, after defining the information required by the group.

Council, approval of accounts and balance sheets,

In this team, whole the group is represented by the entire

distribution of surpluses, social management, amendments

collective, with the participation of the Managing Director,

to the Internal Regime Regulations and Bylaws, etc.

the President, members of the Governing Council and the

→ Strategic thoughts:
At the end of the year, a broad team, led by the Managing
Director and with the participation of whole the teams,
reviews and updates the Cooperative’s Strategic Plan, so
that they can continuously adapt the cooperative’s strategy
to the current situation.

→ Monthly meetings:
In order to ensure that the monthly actions, decisions,
etc. taken by the Board of Directors and the Governing
Council of the cooperative can reach the whole group,
the bodies meet on a monthly basis on the same week.

In addition to the Ordinary General Meeting, held in

During these meetings, the monthly results accounts and

May, at which the Annual Accounts are presented and

their evolution with respect to the “Ideas and Objectives”

approved, an Extraordinary Meeting is held in December,

of the year (Management Plan) are analysed in detail,

As a result, AMPO currently has an annual internal

at which the Ideas and Objectives for the following

relevant investments are assessed, and new actions are

communication plan, which guarantees a correct flow of

year are presented and approved. These make up the

launched, among other items, as follows:

information between people and teams.

Management Plan.

Social Council, the HR Director, IT, direct and indirect
staff, etc. and aims to increase the sense of belonging.
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→ General Assembly:

collective’s feedback.
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• Second Wednesday of the month: The Board of

concerns and suggestions of the Small Council to

Directors – the executive body of the cooperative,

the Social Council in order to analyse and discuss

led by the Managing Director – holds its meeting.

them. The Councils are crucial forums for giving

• Second Friday of the month, in the morning: The

and receiving information from the institutional

Governing Council – composed of nine members
elected in the General Assembly, being exclusively
responsible for the management and representation

and business context.

→ Production Planning meetings:

of the Cooperative – holds its meeting, exercising

The leaders of all the teams meet every week to plan the

all powers that are not expressly reserved to other

production of the following week and commit themselves

corporate bodies under the Law or Statutes. It is

to a number of objectives. The information discussed in

also the relevant body to perform all functions

these meetings is then transferred by the team leaders to

demanded by the main activity of the Cooperative,

their corresponding teammates.

as well as the laws in force and the Bylaws.
• Second Friday of the month, in the afternoon:

Most teams hold daily or weekly meetings according to

the Managing Director and the President of the

its needs.

monthly income statement, etc. for the month. The
Social Council conducts liaison work between the

→ Jakintzazu:

cooperative members, regarding labour issues,

It is a weekly newsletter, written in three languages

advisory services, consultation, and suggestions.

(Basque, Spanish and English) and usually consisting

The Social Council is composed of representatives

of about eight pages. This bulletin was first published

of the different areas of the cooperative, so that the

in 2010. It is usually sent to all staff of the cooperative,
publishes articles and news on the current affairs of

Council are transmitted to all people through

AMPO, with contributions by the Managing Director,

the Small Councils, which meet in each area or

the Governing Council and all teams of the cooperative

team. Each working group chooses its social

(commercial, engineering, quality, India, AMPO Service,

representatives

them

communication, innovation, production, purchasing, IT,

information on the topics addressed in the Social

prevention and environment, staff teams, etc.), in addition

Council. Therefore, the representatives transfer the

to publishing the calendar of weekly visits and birthdays.

receive

of the company. They present urgent messages, multiple
information notices, visits, staff team writings, calendars,
index tables, timetables for the various services of the
company, etc.

→ Email and phones:
Currently, nearly all AMPO staff have access to a personal
or team email at AMPO, as well as the telephone.

by email or in paper format, every week. The magazine

• Next week: The topics discussed in the Social

and

notices, as well as the screens placed at different points

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Governing Council, the Board of Directors and the

entire group is represented in it.

Bulletin boards are used for the publication of different

→ Team meetings:

The Social Council holds its meeting. It is where
Governing Council release decisions, actions,

→ Bulletin boards and screens:

through

Commitment to our employees · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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EQUALITY PLAN
AMPO is acknowledged as a Collaborating Entity for
Equality of Men and Women at Emakunde, the Basque
Institute for Women, as it has an Equality Committee, as
well as an Equality Plan in force.
This Plan aims to:
• Protect the principle of equality and promote its
application in the cooperative.
• Guarantee the principle of equal opportunities in
hiring new employees.
• Guarantee the same economic opportunities and
professional development to all people.
• Promote the equal use of forms of expression, in
both spoken and written language.
• Promote

family

reconciliation

by

providing

reductions in working hours or flexible hours. In
2016, for example, all requests for reductions in
working hours were approved.
• Prevent and solve cases of sexual harassment and
discrimination. To do this, AMPO has a detailed
protocol in force.

28
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WORKPLACE
HAZARD PREVENTION

of AMPO, based on the assumption that prevention is a

and coordination of the business activities.

responsibility of each individual. As a result, in order to

Consequently, contractors have access to this

maximise participation and awareness, AMPO currently

computer application, in which they can find all

has two working teams in place:

the necessary, fully updated, documentation for

→ The Occupational Health and Safety Committee, which

• Definition and development of aspects related to

meets on a quarterly basis.
At AMPO, we have a firm commitment to the prevention of
occupational risks, which drives us to monitor constantly
all potential risks, incidents and unsafe behaviours,

→ The Prevention Team, which meets on a monthly basis
to develop and monitor the Prevention Plan.

as well as carrying out scheduled inspections, with the

Some of the main improvements introduced in 2016 in

aim of continuously improving the Health and Safety of

terms of prevention included the following:

all workers. This is made in compliance with the legal
requirements (Occupational Risk Prevention Act) and
taking the OHSAS 18001 standard as a reference.

• Implementation of a computer application for the
management of the Business Activity Coordination:
This program allows the exchange of information
the

company

their performance.

One of the objectives of the cooperative in this matter

between

and

its

contractors,

is to integrate prevention into all activities and decisions

ensuring an optimal organisation, management

Occupational Health and Safety in the construction
of the new machining workshop.
• Adaptation to the ATEX standard for the degreasing
and painting booths.
• Installation of a robot for the Ceramic Moulding
process, obtaining a remarkable improvement in
both ergonomics and industrial hygiene.
• Construction of a pit for the box placement and
Replicast casting area.
• Etc.
It is also worth noting that various training courses on
prevention have been carried out, such as:
• Course on the handling of forklifts and cranes.
• Course given to all production managers on basiclevel prevention.
• Training on safety in furnaces, with expanded
information on coatings.
• Training on the handling of corrosive chemicals in
Pickling.
Finally, the annual simulation, which is part of the SelfProtection Plan implemented, was also held.

Commitment to our employees · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AMPO currently has its own medical and physical therapy
service, which can be accessed by all workers of the
cooperative.
The medical service carries out Health Surveillance for
all workers, in order to study and analyse the interaction
between them and their working conditions and to detect
early possible diseases that may affect their health, as well
as determining possible limitations to the development of

30

It is also worth noting that, in 2016, a number of health

for change, stress management, self-control of blood

promotion programmes were carried out, among which

pressure, smoking cessation, healthy eating, and physical

the following stand out:

activity were addressed. This training is currently followed

1. FIFTY-FIFTY PROGRAMME:
In 2016, the Fifty-Fifty Programme (devised by renowned
cardiologist Valentín Fuster) was deployed at AMPO,
whose goal is to improve the overall health of the AMPO
staff by improving their life habits, through self-control of
the main cardiovascular risk factors: overweight/obesity,
sedentary lifestyle, smoking, and high blood pressure.

their tasks. This is done by performing initial and periodic

Approximately 52 people from AMPO participated in this

medical examinations according to previously determined

programme, which was developed through training and

protocols and specific tests, setting aside workers who are

motivational workshops, so that all participants received

particularly sensitive or unsuitable for the performance of

12 hours of training aimed at the promotion of healthy

their tasks.

life habits. To this end, the importance of motivation
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by group activities aimed at promoting internal changes
and giving participants the possibility of developing skills
other than simple knowledge that help them to overcome
their challenges.

4. D
 ETERMINATION OF THE COLLECTIVE
AND INDIVIDUAL HEALTH STATUS:

6. COLLABORATION
IN HEALTH TRAINING:

AMPO’s medical service continuously determines and

Eminently practical first aid courses have been carried

monitors the individual health status of the members of

out, dealing with the following topics: initial assessment of

the collective.

victims and Basic Life Support (BLS), Basic Cardiopulmonary

5. C
 OLLECTIVE PARTICIPATION
IN BLOOD DONATION:
In Gipuzkoa, 140 daily blood donations are needed
to meet the haemotherapeutic needs of the province.
All people have the right to receive a transfusion when
they need it, but that individual right must be maintained
with gestures of community solidarity. As a result, AMPO
organises annually, in its workplace, a blood donation

2. CORNERS WITH FRUIT:

day, where volunteers usually participate.

Resuscitation (CPR) and Automatic External Defibrillation
(AED), assessment and treatment of injuries associated
with trauma, and the Emergency Plan.
One final aspect worth noting is the integrated
physiotherapy service at AMPO, which has been
consolidated, with an eight-hour daily service to the group
at its facilities, offering therapy to alleviate symptoms of
multiple ailments through therapeutic exercise, heat, cold,
light, manual techniques, etc.

Each day, a growing number of companies care about the
nutrition of their employees, and it should be noted that
AMPO has been aware of this for many years. For a few
years, it has distributed 10 baskets of organic vegetables
every week to its employees. Based on that, in 2016, it
began to place corners with fruit distributed by different
areas of the company, to ensure that its employees can
enjoy the fruit free of charge.
According to experts, vitamin and water intake from fruit
is the best way to activate the body and the mind.

3. ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGN:
The medical service organised in 2016 a smoking
cessation workshop aimed at all smokers at AMPO, with
the aim of helping people to stop smoking in a fast way,
with the highest percentage of success, without drugs,
nicotine substitutes, or a feeling of sacrifice.

Commitment to our employees · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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5.3. COMMITMENT
TO SOCIETY
Society plays a leading role within AMPO. A substantial part
of our mission is to create wealth and employment to benefit
the local area in which our company undertakes its activities.
We therefore allocate significant economic resources and the
dedication of our people to contribute to the socio-economic
improvement of the environment and society into which we
are integrated.
In 2016, we promoted in total 120 initiatives, to which we
have allocated approximately €671,000.
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CULTURAL INITIATIVES
AND ACTIVITIES
• The Association for the promotion and improvement

AMPO supports the cultural and traditional activities of its

• Associations for the protection of endangered species.

surrounding environment.

• Bertso singing associations.

materials in Basque for use in various training

In 2016, it is worth highlighting the sponsorship for the

• Associations that promote Basque mythology.

cycles.

production of the film “ELKARREKIN-TOGETHER”, which

• The Goierri Kantuz day.

follows an expedition of Basque archaeologists to a remote
island on the east coast of the United States in search
of evidence confirming the meeting and cooperation
between Basque whalers and Native Americans.
Furthermore, it supports local initiatives, which include
collaborations with the following:
• Local cultural centres.
• Dance groups.
• Schools and collectives that promote music.
• Retiree and seniors associations, which promote
active aging.

of professional training, developing didactic

• Publications in local magazines and radios.

• Idiazabal cheese brotherhood.
• Etc.
AMPO also aims to increase the use of Basque and its
normalisation, which is why it supports initiatives and
associations, such as:
• The Goierri Cultural Association, whose aim is to
promote cultural initiatives linked to the Basque
language.
• A digital platform aimed at people who wish to
practice Basque from anywhere in the world
through the Internet.
Commitment to society · COMMITMENTS OF AMPO
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EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES
AND ACTIVITIES

• Donations to the schools in the territory.
• Promotion of Basque in the educational field,
supporting activities and organisations such as:
– KILOMETROAK: An event organised by the
ikastolas (Basque-medium schools) with the aim

At AMPO, we believe that education is one of the factors
that most influences the advancement and progress of
people and societies, and that is why we collaborate with
surrounding schools and other organisations.
Among other things, we carry out the following initiatives
in this field:
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of promoting the use of Basque.
– KORRIKA: It is a biennial march held in the
Basque Country in support of the Basque
language, whose aim is also to raise funds for
the network of Basque language schools.

– AEK: It is an organisation dedicated to the
teaching of Basque, especially among adults,
and to the promotion of its use through its
network of Basque schools.
• Etc.
It is also important to mention that AMPO has historically
promoted the creation of teaching centres, universities and
technology centres, such as Goierri Eskola, the LORTEK
Technology Centre, etc.

SOCIAL INITIATIVES
AND ACTIVITIES
Finally, we also collaborate with various non-profit
associations, such as:
• Caritas, a charitable and social action entity that
develops an important work of support and social
promotion to diverse social groups in situation of
poverty and/or social exclusion.

SPORT INITIATIVES
AND ACTIVITIES

team, the cyclists of the valley are offered the possibility
of enjoying cycling, as well as the necessary training
to make the leap to the professional category.
We also support other local sport communities, such as:

At AMPO, we also sponsor teams with a broad projection
in the surrounding area, such as:
— AMPO ORDIZIA RUGBY: AMPO has sponsored the
AMPO ORDIZIA rugby team for several years. The
association was created in 1973, giving a large
number of young people the possibility of experiencing
rugby. Currently, it has a team in the first state division,
but it also has base teams. The values of AMPO
ORDIZIA are also considered a faithful reflection of the

• Football,

basketball,

handball,

swimming,

athletics, rural sports, boxing, tennis, etc.
• Mountain associations.
• Classic and cycling tests, as well as cycling tourism
routes.
• Basque pelota associations.
• Etc.

• The Food Bank of Gipuzkoa, participating on a
voluntary basis in the Great Food Collection, as
well as organising food collections in AMPO.
• The Stop Sanfilippo Foundation, dedicated to the
promotion and development of research against
Sanfilippo Syndrome.
• The Gipuzkoa Parkinson association – Aspargi –
whose objective is to improve the quality of life of
people affected by Parkinson’s disease and that of
their family or nearby environment.
• Begisare, the association for those affected by
retinitis pigmentosa in Gipuzkoa.
• Etc.

essence of the cooperative: teamwork, effort, delivery,
involvement, etc.
–

GOIERRI CYCLING TEAM: AMPO also sponsors the
cycling team of the Goierri valley, promoting cycling
at different levels. Among others, it promotes school
cycling, the apprentices and youth category, the
Sub-23 Elite, and the amateur category. Through this
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5. COMMITMENTS OF AMPO

5.4. COMMITMENT
TO THE ENVIRONMENT
At AMPO, we are fully aware that a productive
model that fails to respect the environment is not
feasible. For that reason, in recent years, we have
maintained a determined and economically backed
commitment to minimise the environmental impacts
of our activity as much as possible.
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To this end, a thorough analysis of the application legislation
was carried out, as well as a process of documentary and
technical adaptation to said legislation, which culminated
in obtaining the Integrated Environmental Authorisation in
2008.
AMPO’s commitment, however, is not only to comply with
the legislation. It goes beyond that. As a result, once this
adaptation was completed, the ISO 14001 certification
was obtained at our valve division in 2009. Work
continued in parallel, and this certification was obtained
by our foundry division, which joined both in 2015.
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ATMOSPHERE
One of the main environmental aspects of industrial
activities is emissions to the atmosphere. At AMPO, we
have defined the minimisation of these emissions as
one of our environmental priorities, which is why major
investments have been made in recent years in filtering
technologies, both in the foundry and paint booths, which
have enabled us not only to comply with the emission
limits, but also to overcome them by a wide margin.
This, along with an exhaustive preventive and predictive
maintenance, has given an extraordinary boost in the
minimisation of atmospheric emissions by AMPO.
Currently, AMPO has 32 filters and 10 filtering devices
for oil mists.

WATER
With respect to water, we have worked on two main lines:
• Strict control of the pouring parameters, so that
all the parameters of discharge into the river are
below the permitted limits.
• Minimisation of the total dumping amounts.
For this purpose, during the last years, several
actions have been carried out that have made
it possible to reduce the total discharge into the
river considerably, through the installation of
closed water circuits in various facilities (heat
treatment, Dye penetrant tests, ball cooling,
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etc.). Subsequently, in 2015, AMPO installed an

subsequently used in the process. Therefore, these

evaporator to treat waters from the plant, which

actions have a dual positive environmental impact,

has enabled a further reduction in the discharge

reducing water consumption and discharge into

of water into the river. This treated water is

the river.

last few years. The main measures adopted consisted in

NOISE

the installation of:
• Silencers
(induction,

In 2008, we started an Action Plan against noise with
the aim of assessing the impact of our activity in our

• Modification in the orientation of certain foci.
• Inclusion of environmental noise criteria in the new

in

the

main

Replicast,

aspiration

shot

blasting,

chimneys
thermal

sand recovery, demoulding machines, etc.). We
currently have 12 silencers.

environment. Subsequently, an initial noise map and

• Acoustic insulation of the main suction motors

a series of recommendations for improvement were

(induction, Replicast, shot blasting, thermal sand

obtained, which have been gradually introduced over the

recovery, demoulding machines, etc.)

investments bidding document.
Thanks to these actions, the improvement has been
notable and we have been able to reduce noise emissions
considerably.
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WASTE
The foundry processes generate large amounts of inert
waste. Nevertheless, AMPO has had, since 2008, a
mechanical sand recovery unit, with a capacity of 20
tonnes per hour and a thermal sand recovery unit of 3
tonnes per hour. Later, in 2012, a chromite sand recovery
unit of 5 tonnes per hour was added. With this equipment,
a large part of the sand used in the moulding process is
recovered, enabling its reintroduction in the process with

ENERGY

Although AMPO has been carrying out different actions
in terms of energy efficiency for years, in 2016, a
comprehensive energy audit was carried out with the aim
of obtaining a Global Energy Saving and Efficiency Action
Plan, which will allow us to determine the main areas of
action and prioritise the different actions to carry out in
the coming years.

a dual objective: to reduce the consumption of materials

AMPO also has a cogeneration plant, which can produce

and to generate less waste.

heat and energy in a highly efficient way, since the heat

In parallel, since 2015, we have worked alongside other
foundries in collaboration with the Basque Government

generated in the combustion of natural gas is used for
processes that require heating.

and Ihobe (Public Environmental Management Association

In line with this philosophy of energy saving, in 2014,

of the Basque Country) in a circular economy project to

a geothermal exchange installation was carried out to

find different alternatives for the sands that cannot be

obtain heating in the rehabilitation of the Creativity House

recovered, so that we can use the sand treated in other

of AMPO. Additionally, energy efficiency has been a factor

sectors as raw material, instead of dumping it in landfills.

that has been given special importance in the expansion
project of the new machining plant that is being executed.
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ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENTS

ECO-EFFICIENCY

SOILS

AMPO’s environmental commitment has been supported

As a sign of its firm environmental commitment, AMPO

Over last years, AMPO has also advanced considerably

economically, which has enabled a great investment effort

voluntarily

Governmen’s

in this field, improving the storage conditions of chemical

maintained over the past years in the different facilities

Eco-Efficiency Programme for Basque Companies (2010-

products in the plant, extending the use of drum pallets,

already mentioned. The total environmental investments

2014), undertaking to implement at least one clean

etc. The shaving storage warehouse is currently under

have been as follows:

technology per year, an objective that has been met and

construction, which will also mean an improvement in the

even exceeded.

storage of these materials. Its completion is expected to

has

joined

the

Basque

take place by mid-2017.
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5. COMMITMENTS OF AMPO

5.5. COMMITMENT
TO OUR COLLABORATORS
AMPO is part of a community. For that reason, it is vital
for the cooperative to relate continuously to the environment
and to be an active agent within its community. Its goal is to
grow to help society to grow.
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To do this, we rely on the assistance of our suppliers,
whom we consider an important part of our value chain;
actively collaborate with universities, technology centres
and start-ups; participate in consortiums and act as active
members of different associations; and maintain close
relationships with the institutions.

OUR SUPPLIERS,
PART OF OUR VALUE CHAIN
AMPO aims to promote long-term relationships with

Consequently, it has integrated 10 suppliers within its value

On the other hand, it also encourages purchases from

suppliers that offer products and services that help us to

chain, having approved over 168 suppliers. In addition,

local suppliers to help boost the economy and generate

improve our competitive position, so that we can achieve

it is worth mentioning the continuous collaboration with

value in our local environment.

mutual growth and development. To do this, it promotes

them to improve processes and provide greater value to

trusting relationships that are sustainable over time,

the cooperative.

working on strengthening business management, etc.
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and incorporation of their students to the labour

etc. These projects have the direct involvement

market.

of students in their last year as well as research

• AMPOn bisitak eta konferentziak antolatzen
ditugu, ikasleek bertatik bertara ezagutu dezaten
gure industria errealitatea.
• We jointly develop innovation and engineering
projects in collaboration with the engineering
departments of the universities. This is the
case of the Goierri campus of MONDRAGON
UNIVERSITY, with which we collaborate on projects
on materials, characterisation and optimisation
of designs, development of innovative products,

COLLABORATION WITH
UNIVERSITIES
The cooperative collaborates with various universities
in the surrounding area, such as MONDRAGON
UNIVERSITY, TECNUN, DEUSTO and EHU, through the
following policies and initiatives:
• We offer internships and End of Degree projects
for different university specialities. In the case
of

MONDRAGON

UNIVERSITY,

we

have

the assistance of ALECOP, the school labour
cooperative. Under an eminently social approach,
it provides students with real contact with
companies while providing the opportunity to have
people with adequate training for companies.
• We participate in Employment Forums organized
by diverse universities, collaborating in the training
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professors with experience in different subjects.
This type of experience brings two advantages: on
the one hand, campus students have the possibility
of participating directly in research projects that
support the needs of companies in the valley and,
on the other hand, companies can rely on young
engineers who are trained in specific topics, thus
enriching the future generations of the industrial
fabric of the region.

technology and innovation network, such as CEIT,
Tecnalia, Lortek, Mondragon University, as well as

COLLABORATION WITH
TECHNOLOGY CENTRES,
START-UPS AND CONSORTIUMS

the participation of the Energy Cluster. The goal is to
generate a supply of high-performance, high-value
products, such as Tubes (Subsea Umbilicals, Risers
and Flowlines (SURF)), Valves and Fixings, which are
optimised for use in exploration and production of oil
and gas in unconventional environments.

AMPO also collaborates continuously with prestigious

–

local and international technology centres, such as

GALDA

4.0

CONSORTIUM:

The

aim

of

this

consortium is to produce sand moulds by machining.

Lortek, Ikerlan, Tekniker, CEIT, Azterlan, CTI, etc., which

Subsequently, the use of wood patterns would be

complement our knowledge.

avoided, with sand moulds produced directly from

On the other hand, it should also be noted that, in 2016,

the 3D drawings submitted by the customers. This

we began to collaborate with several start-ups with

consortium is made up of companies such as Olazabal

specialised technological bases and innovative business

& Hugarte, Guivisa, Zubiola, and Euskatfund, as well

models, which provide us with specific solutions to our

as the Ideko and Azterlan technology centres.

needs, such as:
• Programming on Linux applications and cyber
security.
• PCB design and development of embedded

greater resistance to corrosion, mechanical surface

systems.

degradation and fouling, as well as a high aesthetic

• Development of web servers and database

value. In this project, we participate alongside

applications.

companies such as Orbea, Maier, ABB Niessen,
Cikautxo, Mugape, and Irurena, as well as R&D

• Development of RFID communications and ultra-

entities such as IK4-Cidetec, Maier Technology Centre,

low-power electronics.

IK4-Tekniker, Cikatek R&D and innovation centre, and

• Development of electronic systems for explosive
atmospheres.
We also participate in various consortiums, collaborating
with leading companies in the country, among which we
highlight:
–

Mondragon Polytechnic School.
–

AMBAR

CONSORTIUM:

In

order

to

make

a

competitive leap and improve and consolidate
the technological and commercial positioning of
Basque companies in the Oil & Gas sector in marine

HAZITEK FUNCIONA4 CONSORTIUM: The aim

environments, the AMBAR consortium was established

of this consortium is to develop new surface finishes

in 2016, consisting of TTI Tubacex, Erreka, Aceralava

with a customised function, providing products with

Tubacex and other agents of the Basque science,
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ACTIVE MEMBERS
OF DIFFERENT ASSOCIATIONS
AMPO participates actively in the following associations,

obtain better results. This is done with a clear concern

development of projects such as Lur Denok, Ner Breen,

whose objectives are defined below:

for society and the wish to achieve Fair and Sustainable

Ner ei, etc.

–

NER GROUP: It is an association in which diverse
organisations, united by the New Relationship Style

the different organisations meet every month.

Moreover, it should be noted that all organisations
contribute with 2.5% of their results to a fund for social

experiences,

In these meetings, many topics are discussed such

projects. In the case of AMPO, in 2016, it contributed

synergies, and knowledge. We also combine our

as policies and practices of Fair and Sustainable

with around €70,000 to this fund.

efforts to improve, advance, be more efficient, and

Human Development, opportunities for diversification,

(organisational
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Human Development. To do this, all the managers of

model),

exchange
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In 2016, AMPO participated in various trade missions

• Fluidex Innovation Conference: In this session,

organised by the association, as well as participating

current issues were discussed by several technology

jointly in conferences such as:

partners specialising in the sector. Among the
participating companies, we discussed the needs,

• Oil & Gas Conference by Pumps & Valves in Bilbao:

goals, etc. and studied possible working groups in

AMPO participated in this event of interest to the

the field of innovation.

sector, held in Bilbao, with the aim of promoting
inter-sectoral relations and networking among the

–

FUNDIGEX: It is the Spanish Association of Foundry

different players in the industry. Over one and

Exporters. This non-profit association’s main goal is

a half days, with a strategic and technological

to promote the export and internationalisation of the

approach, accredited and specialised speakers,

companies in the casting sector.

from both the national and international scene,
discussed the main issues of the sector. In
–

GOILAN: Goilan seeks to encourage the growth of

addition to participating as listeners, we had the

cooperatives in its region, which constitutes its main

opportunity to present our news and our vision of

goal. It aims at the development of cooperative

the sector, offering the following presentations:

activities in the region, promoting technological,

“Industry 4.0 and Its Application in AMPO”, “New

human and social education, as well as training and

Developments for the Industry: Valve Monitoring”,

the development of companies and activities that

and “Collaborations that Add Value”.

generate a progressive socioeconomic transformation.
–

–

• Technical Conference on Oil & Gas in Houston:

GOIERRI FOUNDATION: Its corporate purpose is

Taking advantage of the trip to the United States

the training and technical, economic and social

by the various institutions of the Basque Country, a

development of the Goierri region.

Technical Conference on Oil & Gas in Houston was

FLUIDEX: It is the Spanish Association of Fluid Handling
Equipment Exporters, a non-profit association with a

coordinated taking into account the importance of
this market for the supply industry of the sector.

strong international orientation since its creation. The

• Conference on Hydrogen “The Digital Transfor

association coordinates programmes and working

mation in the Fluid Handling Industry”: We

groups that foster the development of research,

collaborated in the Conference organised by the

development and innovation strategies in order to

University of the Basque Country and the School of

obtain a better positioning in the markets. Currently,

Engineering (UPV/EHU) on industrial opportunities

AMPO also presides over the association.

related to hydrogen technologies.
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RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE INSTITUTIONS
At AMPO, we believe that a continuous public-private
collaboration is indispensable for society and business
organisations to advance. For that reason, we keep
continuous institutional relations with all public agents,
such as the Basque Government, the Provincial Council
of Gipuzkoa, the Municipal Council of Idiazabal, and the
Valley Development Agency of Goierri (Goieki).
As proof of this, it is worth mentioning the trip made
alongside the Basque Government, the Provincial Councils,
etc. to the United States in 2016, both to the Smithsonian
Folklife Festival, held in Washington, DC, a festival where
the Basque culture was made known, and to the technical
conference on the oil & gas sector in Houston, where we
had the opportunity to meet with 70 customers from the
energy sector in the presence of Basque institutions.
Regarding the region, we also maintain a close
relationship with Goieki, the Regional Development
Agency of Goierri, constituted by the 18 municipalities
that make up the region, and with which we collaborate in
various projects in the industrial and social area.
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challenges for industrial development in the region and

of the region, so that students have a greater degree of

implementation of lines of work related to these challenges.

development in cross-sectional skills, for which they have

In 2016, one of the areas where we worked on was
the development of cross-sectional skills of people in the
industrial activity. The main argument is that people’s

the support of companies such as AMPO. This is done by,
for example, encouraging students to make presentations
in companies to develop their communication skills, etc.

cross-sectional skills (leadership, communication skills,

Finally, it should be noted that, in 2016 AMPO, once again

creativity, and mobility, among others) have a direct

had the financial support of the institutions, receiving

For example, it is worth noting our participation in the

influence on the company’s activity. For their development

various subsidies for the development of different R&D

Industry Forum, established with the aim of promoting

and taking into account the areas for the development

projects.

the sustainability and competitiveness of the region’s

of these skills, three lines of work and their subsequent

industrial activity in collaboration with other companies

working groups were launched: primary and secondary

such as Orkli, Irizar, Indar, Hine, etc., as well as members

education; professional training and higher education; and

of Goierri Eskola, Goierri Goi Maila Eskola, Goieki,

the scope of the company. As a result, a Plan was defined

and Lortek. In this forum, we continuously reflect on the

in close collaboration with the different education centres
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